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Abstract

We understand this paper as a contribution to the “anatomy” of conceptual models. We propose a signature of conceptual

models for their characterization, which allows a clear distinction from other types of models. The motivation for this work

arose from the observation that conceptual models are widely discussed in science and practice, especially in computer

science, but that their potential is far from being exploited. We combine our proposal of a more transparent explanation of the

nature of conceptual models with an approach that classifies conceptual models as a link between the dimension of linguistic

terms and the encyclopedic dimension of notions. As a paradigm we use the triptych, whose central tableau represents the

model dimension. The effectiveness of this explanatory approach is illustrated by a number of examples. We derive a number

of open research questions that should be answered to complete the anatomy of conceptual models.

Keywords Conceptual modeling · Modeling languages · Model characteristics · Model hierarchies · Language hierarchies ·

Concept · Notion · Term

1 Introduction

Perception and abstraction, i.e., “modeling,” and reasoning

on models are basic human capabilities for coping with,

understanding, and influencing the environment. Over time,

many types of modeling have evolved: from completely intu-

itive to highly controlled ones that apply a specific set of terms

forming the semantic instruments of a (modeling) language.

Natural language enables us to describe, communicate,

or understand perceptions and thus supports a moderately

controlled modeling: the language elements (words, phrases,

texts, icons), their composition, and meaning are tacitly

agreed upon by the users and, to a certain degree, are shared

among them. The assignment of meaning to language ele-

ments, however, is sometimes ambiguous, and the syntactical

rules are not strict throughout. Elements, syntax, and inter-

pretation change over time.
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In contrast to that, scientific disciplines, in particular

mathematics, introduce strict formal languages and propose

semantic interpretations to the lexical elements and their syn-

tactic composition. An illustrative example of such a formal

approach is the Petri Net Language as initially introduced by

Petri [1]: a special type of bipartite directed graphs is pro-

vided together with some composition rules, and a family

of functions (“marking” and “transition”). Applying stan-

dard Linear Algebra mechanisms to this leads to a powerful

calculus. However, this calculus has no semantics at all!

In order to make Petri Nets usable for modeling, we need

to provide a “net interpretation,” i.e., to associate seman-

tics to the language elements. Most popular is to interpret

one type of nodes (the places) by Conditions and the other

type by Events. The marking functions then describe pos-

sible situations by means of valid or invalid conditions; the

transition function describes occurrence of events and their

consequences.

In natural or technical sciences, this approach is reversed:

initially, a conceptualization1 of the domain of interest is

1 https://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/conceptualisation

(accessed on August 3, 2020): “A conceptualization is an abstract,
simplified view of the world that we wish to represent.”
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established and subsequently one or more (textual and/or

graphical) languages are defined for representing its elements

and relationships. Think for instance of a conceptualization

of electrical components that are represented using elec-

trical circuit diagrams. The Unified Modeling Language

UML comes with a conceptualization of abstract elements

like class, attribute, relation, state, and activity for describ-

ing domains of interest. Similarly, the Business Process

Model and Notation BPMN comes with a conceptualization

of abstract elements like actors, activities, or decisions. A

branch of Knowledge Engineering deals with so-called action

languages that are based on the claim that “action theories
always model—explicitly or implicitly—the general notions
of time, change and causality” [2].

Often, such languages are called “conceptual mod-
eling languages” and their use as “conceptual model-
ing”—although despite countless attempts, there is no gen-

erally used strict definition of what constitutes conceptual

modeling and what does not.

One group of such definition attempts are variants of

“Conceptual Modeling is Modeling with Concepts” [3, 4],

and

– introduce these concepts via more or less rigid ontological

frameworks, or by simple explanation using natural lan-

guage; [5, 6] called this latter approach “a priori semantics”

– propose more or less formalized constructs for represen-

tation, i.e., a ‘modeling language’

– and often call the approach “semiformal” an awful wording

per se as it just indicates, that the proposed framework does

not fulfil the criteria demanded for a consistent calculus

that can be used for correctness proofs, etc.

This way of defining “conceptual modeling,” however, does

not provide hard criteria for differentiating it from other

modeling methods in individual cases. For example, most

conceptual modelers would say that programming or rela-

tional database design is not conceptual modeling (see, e.g.,

[7]). Nevertheless, programming languages or the SQL DDL

work with conceptualizations, the latter for instance featur-

ing elements like “Relation” or “Attribute” that have some

basic semantics and therefore might be seen to be concepts in

the above definition’s sense. From a practical point of view,

this open question is not a real problem. However, the term

“Conceptual Modeling” is widely used, and there has been an

international conference with this name for 39 years. There-

fore, it would be desirable to have a definition or at least a

set of criteria at hand that would allow us to define more pre-

cisely what is and what is not a conceptual model. We will

return to this question in Sect. 4.

Recent initiatives (e.g., [4, 8, 9]) try to compile and ana-

lyze systematically existing definitions and opinions in order

to filter out a better understanding of the nature of conceptual

modeling. Mylopoulos [7] offers “three complementary the-
ses, answers to the question ‘What is a conceptual model?’.”
These theses essentially state that conceptual models are (1)

computational because they are stored in computers and are

analyzed and justified by computers, (2) artifacts, so they

should have requirements dictated by Engineering, and (3)

social artifacts, because they must capture the common con-

ceptualization of a group.

In fact, from the very beginning, conceptual modeling was

propagated as a means to improve the design and imple-

mentation of whatsoever software system, especially with

regard to a comprehensive and as clear as possible elicitation

and analysis of system requirements. Until now, however,

the practical use has mostly taken place at the level of

mere drawings, which do not play a major role in the fur-

ther development process and are rarely adapted to changes.

Consequently, the developed software (nota bene: again a

model) usually deviates considerably from what was origi-

nally modeled. The situation in Business Process Modeling

is not much different, independent of the modeling method

used (like BPMN, Adonis, Event Chains, etc.). This means

that the potential of conceptual modeling is far from being

exploited.

MDA/MDSD approaches [10] and models@runtime [11]

are enforcedly more aligned with the system life cycle as

they use the models for generating or driving the targeted

software. Usually, they work with well-defined subsets or

variants of known modeling methods [12–14]. However, also

these approaches do not have a breakthrough in practice.

Worse still, university graduates who highly motivated

join a company often quickly lose their enthusiasm when

they are told that modeling is too expensive in terms of effort

and cost, not paid for by the customer, and has no impact on

the quality of the software development process, since “agile

developers” know what they are doing.

We assume that all this is mainly due to the fact that inven-

tors and propagandists of conceptual modeling languages

like ourselves have so far failed to make the anatomy of

conceptual modeling and its benefits transparent to users.

Instead, we invented hundreds of variants of “modeling lan-

guages” always believing that it should be a must for the

targeted user to acknowledge and happily exploit the mira-

cle we presented to her/him. Moreover, uncountable papers

present what they call “ontologies” and expect the readers

to internalize and share these without contradiction. Others

implicitly equate conceptual modeling with “graphical mod-

eling” [15] and thus not only add to the confusion but also

distort the view of the essential.

We believe, therefore, that in order to make conceptual

modeling more attractive for practitioners, we have (1) to

provide a clear conception of what we are speaking about,

(2) to make the anatomy of conceptual modeling transparent

with its principles, paradigms, postulates, assumptions, par-
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ticularities, specifics, potential, capacity and limitations, and

(3) to allow the modelers to easily create and use their own

domain and culture tailored modeling language and method

instead of forcing them to learn and deal with ours.

With this paper, we would like to make a contribution to

these To-do’s. We offer here our understanding of what mod-

eling, in particular, conceptual modeling is about, and how

we can clearly distinguish it from other modeling approaches.

The perspective presented reflects four decades of dealing

with conceptual modeling in research and practice, count-

less discussions with colleagues and practitioners, the rich

body of knowledge published up to now, as well as long

and intensive working meetings the authors had over the last

two years. But we have neither the intention to improve the

world nor to provide an n + 1st definition of what “conceptual

modeling” is. Rather, we present a “signature” of concep-

tual modeling in the sense of a framework of characteristics

by which conceptual modeling can be categorized. In other

words, we will offer an explanatory framework that could

help to better understand the nature of conceptual model-

ing.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 explores

specifics of models and introduces six characteristics that

can be observed for models. Section 3 refines these six char-

acteristics in terms of a list of criteria that can be used

to determine the nature of CM (conceptual modeling). In

Sect. 4, we summarize the two previous sections and dis-

cuss the first conclusions that can be drawn from them. This

will provide the basis for Sect. 5, where we present the core

message of the paper: the triptych paradigm of conceptual

modeling together with its dimensions and model/language

hierarchies. The paper ends with a conclusion and an outlook

on open research challenges in Sect. 6.

We will reference related work where appropriate but,

intentionally, there will be no separate section on related

work. Instead, we refer to the rather comprehensive overview

given in Thalheim [4], to [23] and to attempts to define the

term “model” [17].

Finally, we would like to point out that, for the sake of

readability, we also adopt the usual homonymous use of the

term “model” in this paper: from an epistemological point

of view, a model is a mental object. In practice, however,

the representation of a model introduced into the perceivable

world is also referred to as a model, like, e.g., an Entity-

Relationship diagram. We adopt this homonymy because

the particular meaning will result from the respective con-

text.

2 Characteristics of models

Across disciplines, the number of publications dealing with

models, modeling, and abstraction is unmanageable. Even

for the notion of “conceptual model” more than 60 different

definitions can easily be found [4, 7, 23]. None of these,

however, allows for a robust and unequivocal differentiation

between conceptual and non-conceptual models. This is also

true for an interesting definition that recently emerged in

a side-piece discussion at ER 2017: “A conceptual model
is a partial representation of a domain that can answer a
question.” For, it only highlights one aspect.

We, therefore, try to elaborate the essence of conceptual

modeling in the form of a taxonomy of characteristics that

may help to better delimit the semantics of the term “con-

ceptual model.”

Before we can do this, we first need to take a closer look

at the terms “concept”, “notion”, and “term”. The reader

will have noticed that we have avoided their use as much

as possible so far. The reason for this is that the meanings of

these terms in literature and in encyclopedias are not sharply

delineated so that there are overlapping or synonymous def-

initions. For the purposes of this paper, however, we need a

more precise distinction (which will be further specified in

Sect. 5). We, therefore, assume the following meanings in

the subsequent sections:

• A Concept is a mental construct formed by mentally com-

bining characteristics of general or abstract ideas gained

by cognition. It is seen as a pair of an intension and its

extension. The intension describes the concept as such, the

extension consists of all objects that might be used as an

example for the intension. This definition is based on [22]

(a concept is “something conceived in the mind”), Word-

net [24] (“an abstract or general idea inferred or derived
from specific instances”), and the Stanford Encyclopedia

of Philosophy2 (“concepts are constituents of thoughts”),

[3, 25, 26].

• A Notion is a general inclusive concept in which some

confidence is placed; i.e., a notion is a specific kind of

concept.3 This definition is based on Wordnet (“a notion is
a general understanding, vague idea or a general inclusive
concept in which some confidence is placed”) and [22] who

propose “arriving at the notion of law” as an example for

the interpretation of notion as a general inclusive concept.

• A Term is an item of a (possibly formal) language formed

for denoting, designating, or naming something. “Lan-

guage” is understood here in a very broad sense, i.e.,

it can be textual, graphical but also material. Terms can

refer to concepts and/or represent them for recognition by

linguistic perception processes, i.e., processes mapping a

2 https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/concepts/.

3 With this interpretation notion corresponds to the German “abstrakter
Begriff ” [58] as “mental and abstract reflection of a class of individuals
or classes on the basis of their invariant characteristics … i.e. specific
concepts as abstract essences … (ideas).”
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10 H. C. Mayr, B. Thalheim

term/symbol to a mental object. Note that this interpreta-

tion of term is inspired by one of the definitions given in

[22] (“a pronounceable series of letters having a distinct
meaning especially in a particular field”), but differs from

others. We use it here to clearly separate “term” from “con-

cept” and “notion.” Also, for the sake of clarity, we will

not use any other word with a similar meaning throughout

the paper (such as for example “sign”).

Second, as conceptual models are models, we have to agree

on the key characteristics of models before specializing and

extending these to determine what the characteristics of con-

ceptual models are. For this purpose, we adopt the main

criteria provided by Mahr [27] that may be summarized by “A
model is the synthesis of a conceptual idea, a form of expres-
sion and the assumption of a role through which it fulfils a
function.”4

Model Characteristic 1: Models are related to (a collec-

tion) of “origins” or “originals”. A model is a model of

something,5 i.e., it is a proxy of a natural, artificial, or mental

original; in particular, the original of a model may be a model

itself. As originals may change in time, the model/original

relationship may change in time as well [28]. Models are

results of cognitive processes (perception) [5]. The mission

of a model is that of transporting a “cargo,” namely the per-

ceived properties of the original that are considered to be

relevant within the perception’s context. Mahr sees this func-

tion as the key criterion for a “model being a model” [29].

The transport occurs with the usage of the model; precision

and transport warranties distinguish models and metaphors

[30].

Model Characteristic 2: Concern and usage. We distin-

guish three different main concerns that are coupled to most

kinds of modeling: (1) understanding, (2) communicating,

and (3) agreeing as a process of consolidation, manifestation,

and consensus. With the usage, a model unfolds its power:

“We place models between ourselves as perceiving, recog-
nizing, understanding, judging or acting subjects and the
world as perceptible, observable, effective, to be judged or
produced exterior. The impact of models results from the role
that models play through their transport function in work pro-
cesses, cognitive processes, business processes. The power of

4 Original quotation in German: “Ein Modell ist die Synthese einer
begrifflichen Vorstellung, einer Ausdrucksform und einer Einnahme
einer Rolle, durch die es eine Funktion erfüllt.” Bernd Mahr cites here

George A. Millers work “The science of words,” which was not acces-

sible for us directly [34].

5 “Every mental phenomenon has an object toward it is directed” [57].

models is the result of their power to act”6,7 [27]. In general,

the usage of a model will be directed by its initial concern.

However, this is not mandatory, because the using individual

can do what she/he wants with a model.

Model Characteristic 3: Purpose and function. Given its

concern and usage, a model serves a particular purpose: to

understand/analyze/assess the origin, to plan/design a new

original, to explain or predict properties of the original, to

communicate about perceptions and ideas, and similar. The

usage determines the function(s) of a model, for example to

support explanation. It therefore makes sense to see a model’s

function as that of an “instrument” [16, 18].

Model Characteristic 4: Domain and context. For the

concerns of modeling, we distinguish the following three

domains:

(a) the domain of interest, experience, and perspective of a

human,

(b) the application domain or world domain to which a com-

munity of practice refers,

(c) the domain of discourse among some particular people.

The first domain is concerned with understanding and think-

ing. So is the second one which additionally is concerned

with realization (in the sense of implementation). The third

domain is concerned with communication.

A model is created, modified or refined in particular con-

texts: the personal context of the modeler, the environmental

context in which the modeling process takes place, the social

context, i.e., the particular community of practice, and the

spatio-temporal context (time, duration, location, and move-

ment, etc.) [31, 32].

Clearly, a model’s cargo as well as its interpretation

depends on the given concern, purpose, domain and context.

Model Characteristic 5: Focus. A model reflects, for a given

purpose, the “relevant” but not all aspects of its origin(al).

In particular, “The objectual properties may recede behind
the consideration of their rational-functional relationships”

[33]. Note, that this is a more general view than that of [28],

who emphasizes on reduction, i.e., differentiates between

6 Original quotation in German: “Wir stellen Modelle zwischen uns als
wahrnehmende, erkennende, verstehende, urteilende oder handelnde
Subjekte und die Welt als wahrnehmbares, beobachtbares, wirkendes,
zu beurteilendes oder herzustellendes Äußeres. Die Wirkungsmacht von
Modellen ergibt sich aus der Rolle, die Modelle durch ihre Trans-
portfunktion in Werkprozessen, Erkenntnisprozessen, Unternehmen-
sprozessen spielen. Die Macht von Modellen ist das Ergebnis ihrer
Wirkungsmacht.”
7 Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator.
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“modeled attributes” and “neglected attributes” of the ori-

gin(al).

Model Characteristic 6: Representation. For communi-

cation/transportation purposes, a model needs an associated

“physical” representation; examples are an acoustic signal,

a toy railroad, a diagram, a XML statement, an OWL file,

a spoken/written natural language text, and so forth. These

representations allow models to be recognized and under-

stood by communication partners; in the case of a human

partner, recognition is enhanced by “linguistic perception”

[5]. The representations should be dependable, understand-

able by the involved actors (humans and/or systems), and

thus be agreed within the community of practice. George

A. Miller explained the relationship between a model and

its representation as follows: “To have a model means to be
able to produce or recognize a physical symbol carrier that
represents a model, and to understand the meaning of the
model” [34].

Clearly, this taxonomy is not complete, as the literature

addresses many more characteristics. For example, see the

“Kiel house of modeling” [17].8 However, it should not be a

problem to classify most of them in relation to the character-

istics presented.

3 Characteristics of conceptual models

Conceptual models are models, conceptual modeling is

(a kind of) modeling. Consequently, the characteristics

described in Sect. 2 also apply to conceptual models. So we

need to identify what constitutes the specialization “concep-

tual.” To this end, we will now, wherever possible, specialize

the above model characteristics and introduce two more that

we believe are specific to conceptual models.

CM Characteristic 1: Conceptual models are related to (a

collection of) origins or originals. As there is no restriction

on the entirety of origin(al)s conceptual models may relate

to, this characteristic does not provide an indication for dif-

ferentiation.

CM Characteristic 2: Concern and usage. In the disci-

pline of Informatics the term “Conceptual Modeling” has

been initially used for a database design method, later on for

requirements modeling and since the 90s for business pro-

cess modeling and software specification. In all cases, the

mapping from conceptual models (represented using lan-

guages like the ERM, UML, BPMN, SysML, etc.) to an

implemented system language (SQL DDL, programming

languages, workflow languages, etc.) has been a key issue

until today. Model Driven Software Development (MDSD)

8 https://bernhard-thalheim.de/ModellingToProgram/.

[35], Model Driven Architecture [10] as well as mod-

els@runtime [11] all start from conceptual models and aim

at materializing and automating that mapping. Model Cen-

tered Architecture (MCA) [36] advocates, for any aspect of

a system under development, the use of Domain Specific

Modeling Languages (DSML), i.e., focuses on models (and

their metamodels) in any design and development step up to

the running system. In summary, conceptual modeling has

a strong (although not mandatory) orientation to a subse-

quent implementation/realization of artifacts or products. It,

therefore, is widely used as a means for requirements mod-

eling and analysis. Consequently, we may add the concern

(4) “specifying” to the list of concerns. Unlike [7], however,

we do not claim that conceptual models are “computation-

al”—and that they have only existed since computers have

existed.

CM Characteristic 3: Purpose and function. As a conse-

quence of extending the concern, we supplement the purpose

“plan/design a new original” with “plan/design/realize.”

CM Characteristic 4: Domain and context. There is no

principal limitation regarding domains and contexts of con-

ceptual modeling so that also this characteristic provides no

hard criterion for differentiation. However, in practice, con-

ceptual modeling has been mainly used so far in domains

and contexts that deal with discrete objects (things, actions),

their properties and relationships. Again, however, this is no

strong criterion for differentiation.

CM Characteristic 5: Focus. Conceptual models have no

noteworthy peculiarity regarding this general model charac-

teristic. In practice, however, their focus has been mainly on

aspects that can be realized or implemented.

CM Characteristic 6: Representation. Conceptual models

transport semantics by terms that denote concepts. As terms

are elements of languages, conceptual modeling uses linguis-

tic representations in the broadest sense: these may originate

from a diagrammatic language (e.g., ER diagrams), a natural

language, an artificial language (e.g., XML), a mathematical

or formal language (e.g., Petri nets in the sense of algebraic

structures). Such languages provide a set of literals and a set

of rules for composing literals to terms, terms to phrases,

phrases to sentences, and so on. If the members of a certain

community of practice have agreed on the meaning of terms

or patterns and their combination, they can infer from these

to the transported concepts.

CM Characteristic 7: Concept Space. From its beginnings,

conceptual modeling had a strong relation to semantics.

Partly, “semantic modeling” using terms that are associated

with concepts from a “concept space” is even used as a syn-

onym [37] of conceptual modeling: A community of practice

agrees on the terms and concepts, which it will consider, as
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well as on the association between these terms and concepts,

and thus establishes an instrument for communication. The

terms used for representing models thus have a meaning, the

“a priori semantic” [6].

So we can consider conceptual models as models that are

“enhanced” by concepts from a concept space. I.e., the deci-

sion to compile and accept a set of concepts and to use its

elements for relating them to models opens the entrance into

the world of conceptual modeling (we will discuss this in

detail within the next chapters). This characteristic governs

all others and reminds to the definition “Conceptual Mod-
eling is modeling with concepts” cited in the introduction.

Reflecting the considerations presented so far, a more appo-

site description could be “Conceptual Modeling is modeling
with concepts from an associated concept space.”

Such association provides a semantical basis supporting

understanding communicated models within a community

of practice (see CM characteristic 2): as a prerequisite, this

community agrees in advance on a set of concepts to be used

for modeling, their meaning and representation (controlled

vocabulary). Usually, this is done informally in natural lan-

guage, i.e., relating an explaining natural language phrase

to the given concept. As an example think of Peter Chen’s

explanation of the concepts “entity” and “relation” [38]: “An
entity is a ‘thing’ which can be distinctly identified. A spe-
cific person, company, or event is an example of an entity. A
relationship is an association among entities. For instance,
‘father-son’ is a relationship between two ‘person’ entities.”

I.e., the semantics of natural language—and thus its intrin-

sic a priori [39–41] knowledge—are used to determine (the

meaning of) concepts.

Therefore, the degree of a common understanding of the

elements of a concept space by the members of a commu-

nity of practice depends on the degree of equivalence of

their understanding of the natural language used. As such

equivalence cannot be formally derived or proven without

a reference mechanism like an ontology or a set of axioms,

the “a priori semantics” [5] of conceptual models provide

a practically useful but formally inaccurate means for com-

munication. Some people, therefore, call conceptual models

“semiformal” as has been mentioned in the introduction.

CM Characteristic 8: Concept relationship. Concepts can

be related to each other. Typical concept relationships are

the “abstractions” [42] Mereology (Aggregation), General-

ization, and Intension, each of them having an inverse: Dis-

assembly (into components), Specialization (by additional

concept attributes), Extension (denominating the elements

characterized by their intension concept) [43, 44]. Other

concept relationships are, e.g., synonymy, homonymy, tro-

ponymy, hyponymy; however, these only concern the level

of assigning linguistic denoters to concepts. Therefore, such

relationships can be found in thesauri and encyclopedias,

since they occur at the linguistic level.

Note that a conceptual modeling language that offers

explicit means for modeling the intension/extension relation-

ship,9 supports “multi-level” modeling. For, models then are

not mere extensions of a given metamodel but may consist

themselves of intension/extension concept hierarchies. In the

field of Domain Specific Modeling, this possibility is often

neglected: Metametamodel abstraction relations are just used

for relating metamodel concepts, but metamodels often do

not explicitly provide such relations for allowing the same

on the modeling level, i.e., the relationships are not intro-

duced as part of the concept space in question.

Table 1 summarizes these considerations on model char-

acteristics.

4 Some initial results of using
the characteristics

In this section, we use some examples to show how the pre-

viously introduced CM characteristics can be used to decide

for a given model whether it is conceptual or not.

First, however, we note that models based on model hierar-

chy frameworks such as the Information Resource Dictionary

IRDS [45]) or the MetaObject Facility MOF [46] are not con-

ceptual per se, although the model hierarchies are induced by

concept relationships according to CM characteristic 8. For,

a metamodel (on a hierarchy level Hn+2, e.g., on MOF Level

M2) specifies modeling elements (“modeling concepts” in

[47]) and their relationships but neither automatically nor

explicitly associates these with a concept space in the sense

of CM Characteristic 7. This would also not change if we cast

the whole thing in languages, i.e., create linguistic means of

expression for the formulation/representation of models on

level Hn+1 or model extensions on level Hn by defining cor-

responding grammars.10

The Entity-Relationship Model (in the sense of a meta-

model) thus only becomes “conceptual” when the meaning of

the terms “entity set,” “relationship set,” “attribute,” etc. is at

least colloquially explained (a priori semantics) in an associ-

ated concept space. The same applies to the metamodel of the

UML. In other words, modeling with UML is conceptual if

the a priori semantic explanation of what is meant by “class,”

9 Intension/Extension are the concept relationships establishing model

hierarchies with levels like metametamodel | metamodel | model |

instance as provided, e.g., by the OMG MetaObject Facility [46] or

the ISO Information Resource Dictionary System [45].

10 Please note that we use a more general form of model hierarchy

here, which can have any number of levels, possibly even nested ones.

For practical purposes, especially for system design, the MOF or IRDS

levels are of course sufficient, i.e., n � 0 in this case.
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Table 1 Characteristics of models and conceptual models

Characteristics Model Conceptual Model

Relation to origins A (conceptual) model is a model of something

Concern and usage 1. Understanding (1) − (3) + (4)

specifying2. Communicating

3. Agreeing

Purpose and function 1. Understand,

analyze, assess

(1) − (3) + (4)

realize

2. Plan, design

3. Explain, explore,

predict, use

Domain and context Domain

1. Domain of interest, experience, and

perspective of a human

2. Application domain or world domain

accepted by a community of practice

3. Domain of discourse among some people

Context

1. Personal context of the modeler

2. Environmental context in which the

modeling process takes place

3. Social context, i.e., the particular

community of practice, and

4. Spatio-temporal context

Focus Aspects of the

origin(al) that are

“relevant” for a

given purpose

Not mandatory but

lived practice:

aspects that can be

realized or

implemented

Representation By physical symbol

carriers

Lived practice: (in

the broadest

sense) linguistic

terms

Concept space Is associated with

concepts from a

concept space:

a-priori semantics

Concept relationship Semantic

relationships

between concepts

induce semantic

relationships

between

conceptual models

“relation,” etc. is associated with the models. Pure drawing

of diagrams or “graphical modeling” is not conceptual.

But what about the question we raised in the introduction:

“Is the Relational Data Model a conceptual one?” Tradition-

ally, answering this question was avoided by introducing the

notion of “logical” model, i.e., a representation that is based

on a “logical” language and the semantics defined by usage

(or implementation). Mylopoulos [7] makes a more specific

statement on this: “Relational schemas are not conceptual as

well, because they say nothing about the meaning of data in a
database, only about its structure.” At first sight, one seems

to be able to get along with this statement, but we do not

want to accept it as a generally valid one. For, the situation is

identical to the situation described above regarding UML: if

there is (within the given community of practice) a common

accepted view on the meaning of the terms “relation,” “col-

umn,” “row,” “attribute,” and so forth, the Relational Data

Model (a metamodel) is a conceptual model, as its elements

have an associated concept space. A relational schema repre-

sented in SQL DDL (on level H1) and introducing common

concepts (e.g., a table called “client”) then allows us to infer

that client is an extension of the concept relation and has

attributes (columns) describing clients’ properties, and rows

describing particular clients.

If, at this stage, we chose the names of the columns from

denominators that are well-known in our natural language NL

(e.g., name, birthday …) then we can exploit the NL a priori

knowledge in order to intuitively interpret the tables. This

was already recognized in the year 1977 by John and Diane

Smith [42]: “Since databases are usually designed to model
the real world as we understand it, we can safely require
that all object names in a relation definition be natural lan-
guage nouns. These nouns then provide the bridge between
our intuitive understanding of the real world and its intended
reflection in the relation definition. If natural language nouns
are not used, any discussion of the meaningfulness of a rela-
tion definition seems moot.” Formally, however, these H1

level concepts become related to the respective Universe

of Discourse only, if the respective denominators (“client,”

“name,” etc.) and their a priori semantics are added to the

concept space. This is often achieved by the use of a data

dictionary or by establishing an ontology.

Another question that sometimes gives our students

headaches is: “What is a balance sheet from a modeling
perspective?” Of course, our students first would ask us to

specify more precisely, what we mean by “balance sheet”:

1. The usual components (concepts) of a balance sheet and

their interrelationships as taught in a lecture on business

administration, i.e., something that could be considered

a metamodel, hierarchy level H2?

2. The balancing scheme of a company C, on the basis

of which balance sheets for C can be drawn up at any

reporting date, i.e., something that could be regarded as

an extension of (1) and thus as (the representation of) a

model, hierarchy level H1?

3. The balance sheet of enterprise C as of 31.12.2019, i.e.,

something that could be regarded as an extension of (2)

and therefore as (the representation of) a model, hierarchy

level H0?
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14 H. C. Mayr, B. Thalheim

So far so good. But now we ask: Is a balancing scheme

according to (2) a conceptual model? Again, this question

can be answered with the help of the characteristics: Yes, it is

a conceptual model, if the underlying metamodel associates

with its elements the concept space of business administra-

tion with concepts like “assets”, “liabilities”, “cash on hand”,

“equity capital”, “borrowed capital”, etc. and their relation-

ships.

A somewhat easier to answer question than the previous

one concerns the Petri nets already mentioned in the intro-

duction: are they conceptual models? Again, for answering

the question we have to specify more precisely, what we

are concretely referring to by the term “Petri net.” So let

us restrict ourselves to the classical “marked Petri Net.”11

Given the definition in the footnote, we are dealing here with

a purely formal structure with which no semantics are asso-

ciated. However, if we associate, as Petri suggested, a “net

interpretation,” i.e., a concept space, with (the elements of)

the marked Petri Net it becomes a conceptual model. This,

by the way, on hierarchy level Hn, since a change of marking

leads to a new extension. On Hn+1, one could, as an exam-

ple, consider (P,T,I,O) together with the set of all possible

mappings M as the intension of the Hn model.

Comparable considerations can also be made about cir-

cuit diagrams in electrical engineering. It should be clear

that such a diagram is not a pure drawing or formal graph

structure but the graphical representation of a planned cir-

cuit or the description of a realized circuit. In the German

term “Schaltplan” (literally translated as “circuit plan”) this

model character is clearly expressed. The diagram for a con-

crete circuit is located on hierarchy level H0, but of course H1

plans are also common as intensions, namely when they are

generic, so that several concrete extensions can be derived

from them (see Fig. 1). But are circuit diagrams also concep-

tual models? We can answer this question clearly with yes:

The metamodel uses concepts exclusively from the concept

space of electrical engineering (power source, resistor, line,

switch, lamp, etc.), the (graph-)grammatical composition

rules for the symbols of the model representation language

correspond to the physical rules of concept space’s universe

of discourse. Thus, the model in Fig. 1 represents a con-

ceptual model for circuits in which a lamp and a switch are

connected in series to a Battery as a power source.

Another example concerns a temple stele (Fig. 2) that is

over 3000 years old, about which historians say the following:

Basically, this is the “material manifestation” (a representa-

tion) of the contexts of a religious imagination. The stele

11 A Marked Petri Net is a quintuple (P,T,I,O,M), where (P,T,I,O) is

a bipartite graph with disjoint node sets P and T and two relations

I , O ⊆ P × T such that 0 < |P ∪ T |< ∞ and (P ∪ T , I ∪ O) is

a connected graph; M : P → N0 is a mapping called marking (N0

denoting the set of natural numbers including 0).

Fig. 1 Simple circuit diagram

Fig. 2 Stele of Seth-er-neheh, Roemer- und Pelizaeus-Museum,

Hildesheim

represents a religious concept that was new at the time,

namely a God who hears and answers to prayers (see the

ears on the right side of the picture), with the king acting

as “mediator.” In addition, social conditions are described:

In the group of adorants, the stele founder comes first, then

his wife, then their children, ranked by age (importance).

Clearly, the stele represents a model of abstract and concrete

originals (Char. 1). Its concern and usage is communicating

the new religious concept to viewers (Char. 2) with the pur-

pose (Char. 3) that these understand the concept. The focus

(Char. 5) is on the idea of a listening God, the representa-

tion is graphical with some symbols referencing concepts.

We interpret this stele as the representation of a hierarchy

H1 level model, as at least God and king may have various

extensions. If this model is a conceptual one, cannot be said

with a hundred per cent certainty. For there is no explicitly

assigned concept space with corresponding concept relations

handed down with. However, it is not impossible that artist

and viewers were aware of such a concept space at the time.

For our last example, think of a musical score. This is a

linguistic representation of the (complex) model created by

a composer using a common musical language. Members of

the musical community that has agreed on the meaning of
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terms or patterns and their combination of the musical lan-

guage can infer from the score elements and their sequence

to the transported concepts. For instance, think of “The Art

of the Fugue” by Johann Sebastian Bach. In this case, the

score represents a conceptual model. This model in turn may

have many different extensions (created, e.g., through per-

formances).

To sum up, the existence of a concept space is a pre-

condition for models being conceptual ones; the degree to

which a component of a conceptual model has UoD related,

interpretable semantics depends on its associated vocabulary

elements. For comparison, consider the difference between

WEB 1.0 and WEB 3.0 (“Semantic Web” [21]): In WEB

1.0 we can interpret website content based on the natural

language terms used exploiting NL’s a priori knowledge.

WEB 3.0 pages are intended to provide a vocabulary defin-

ing the semantics of the page content; consequently, WEB

3.0 pages are representations of conceptual models (mainly

on hierarchy level H0), the concept space being defined, e.g.,

exploiting schema.org [48].

5 The triptych: dimensions of conceptual
modeling

Our considerations as presented so far have inspired us

to create a paradigm for conceptual modeling, namely the

triptych12: For with this paradigm the transition from the

linguistic description of phenomena to modeling and then

to conceptual modeling can be described vividly through

the successive opening of wings. In this section, we first

explain the paradigm and then go into detail about the three

dimensions that we attribute to conceptual modeling with this

paradigm.

5.1 The paradigm

The closed triptych: the intuitive perspective

Let us start with the closed triptych as depicted in Fig. 313:

we see the backs of the two outer wings, which in this state

cover the middle tableau. Let us associate this situation with

the everyday situation of dealing with information without

explicit conceptualization and modeling: humans reason on

the basis of their observations on the perceivable world due

to their senses, feelings, and beliefs. They build their men-

tal worlds based on their perceptions which typically differ.

12 A triptych is a piece of art made of three (panel) paintings connected

to each other in a way that allows the two outer ones to fold in toward

the larger central one (see https://dictionary.cambridge.org). I.e., when

folded, the inner panel is not visible.

13 We are well aware of the fact that we cannot match the artistic skills

of the painters of real triptychs.

Fig. 3 The two tableaus of the closed triptych: Languages (right)

enabling the narrative representation of observations, mental reason-

ing and social agreement (left)

They live in their social worlds with their agreements. On the

other side, humans use a variety of languages as an instru-

ment for narrative representations. The “enabling language
tableau” on the right-hand side shows us, that we can use

very different languages. The “sensing, mental and social
tableau” on the left-hand side symbolizes the diversity of

aspects and things that can be grasped and communicated

through language: (i) observations, (ii) beliefs, perspectives,

trust, and cognition, and (iii) agreements.

The triptych with its right wing opened: the model per-

spective

When we open the right wing, we see its front side and at

the same time the right half of the previously hidden mid-

dle tableau as is depicted in Fig. 4. This opens the way to

modeling: on the now visible part of the middle tableau, we

see models of different levels of abstraction (metan-models

and their extensions down to the (lowest) meta0-level, the

instance level). Their origins are the elements on the backside

of the closed left (sensing, mental and social) tableau. The

message of the right tableau remains the same, except that we

are now dealing not only with natural languages and tradi-
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Fig. 4 The triptych with its right

wing opened and left wing

closed

tional symbolic languages but also with modeling languages

or model representation languages. The choice of language

is a matter of preferences, education, and practices within the

community of practice. Usually, ortho-normalized languages

are used for this purpose, such as an entity-relationship lan-

guage based on a common language foundation.

The triptych with both wings opened: the conceptual

model perspective

Opening the left wing makes the world of conceptual mod-

eling shine in all its beauty, as the left tableau now shows us a

concept space whose elements are assigned to the models on

the now fully opened middle tableau (see Fig. 5). The concept

space brings order and structure to the world of observations,

beliefs, agreements, etc., which we know are located on the

back of the left wing. It may be organized by ontologies,

thesauri, or other kinds of encyclopedias supporting concep-

tualization. We call this tableau the “encyclopedic tableau.”

It allows us to define the semantics and pragmatics of con-

ceptual models and to relate the models to the human world.

Within this setting, the linguistic tableau supports conceptu-

alization based on terms. We note that, apart from conceptual

modeling, modeling does not need the encyclopedic tableau.

The triptych paradigm illustrates that conceptual model-

ing has three essential dimensions:

– The linguistic dimension: Conceptual modeling is made

possible by a language that is generally accepted in a com-

munity of practice and that is semantically based on the

perception and understanding of the members of the com-

munity of practice;

– The “encyclopedic” dimension: Conceptual models codify

notions from the “user’s encyclopedia” and express those

through linguistic terms.

– The model dimension: Conceptual modeling connects the

two other dimensions.

In other words: we base our consideration of conceptual mod-

els on a separation of (i) language, (ii) knowledge, personal
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Fig. 5 The open triptych. Left:

The encyclopedic dimension for

grounding models and their

representation languages in

concepts. Center: The

conceptual model dimension.

Right: The language dimension

perception, and (iii) modeling as a separate activity. This

separation allows us to distinguish between terms from cer-

tain languages and notions used for expressing perceptions

or knowledge in the encyclopedic tableau and for enhanc-

ing models by concepts. It is thus the key to our distinction

between models and conceptual models.

In Sects. 5.2–5.4, we discuss the three dimensions in

detail.

5.2 The linguistic dimension: the term space

All forms of communication take place by means of terms,14

which are exchanged via a carrier medium (apart from

metaphysical phenomena). Terms can be images or image

sequences, sounds or tone sequences, texts or elements of a

formal language, etc. and of course mixed forms. Term sets

often consist of a set of basic forms (literals) from which

more complex terms can be constructed based on grown or

defined composition rules, i.e., a grammar. Think, for exam-

ple, of natural languages, in which words, phrases, sentences,

and texts are formed from the letters of the respective alpha-

bet and some special characters. Or think of the score of a

classical symphony: it consists of notes and special characters

arranged along staves. The same applies to any formal lan-

guage, such as the characters used in graph theory or UML.

14 As announced at the beginning of Sect. 2, we only use the word term

instead of “sign” to avoid misunderstandings.

What all languages have in common is that they can only

be properly used as a means of communication if

– the communication partners know the grammar, i.e., the

literals and the composition rules: a person who cannot

read notes cannot do anything with a score except perhaps

admire it because it is calligraphically appealing;

– the terms used for content description have a relative sim-

ilar meaning for all partners;

– the information content transported by a term is conscious

and intended by the sender and can be accessed by the

receiver [5, 37].

Communication thus requires that a community willing to

communicate explicitly or implicitly agrees on the literals

and character set rules used as well as on the assignment

of meaning to terms. For example, with the first language

acquisition of our mother tongue, we implicitly accept it as

a means of communication and successively learn the avail-

able terms, how they are composed and what meaning is

usually attributed to them. If such a means of communica-

tion comprises definitional elements, it can be used to create

new language elements (e.g., new literals, new rules) and to

define or propose their meaning, so that an agreement process

can take place in the community: This corresponds to Gru-

ber’s original definition of ontology development (“shared

conceptualization”). But we do not need full agreement.
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If we now consider the model characteristics discussed

in Sect. 2, we can conclude that the essence of communica-

tion is the exchange of models based on terms. If there are

rules about the composition and permissibility of the terms

used, and if the represented models are associated with ele-

ments in the encyclopedic tableau, we speak of a controlled

vocabulary.

5.3 The encyclopedic dimension: the notion space

People form a certain consolidated understanding of the

world on the basis of their own cognition. Cognitive Sci-

entists speak of a “cognitive structure”15 that is created

by “cognitive processes” [20, 49]: observation and percep-

tion, and activities of thinking like comparison, reflection,

idealization, context expansion, abstraction, and separation.

Consequently, the main ingredients of a person’s cognitive

structure are ideas16 that are usually strongly interlinked.

The first level of the encyclopedic dimension is thus the

cognitive structure of a person. In order to communicate

about it, ideas and their connections must be represented and

conveyed by terms of any language. A person who perceives

such terms then interprets them according to her/his personal

cognitive structure. This makes it clear that with this (tradi-

tional) form of communication, a complete agreement is not

possible and cannot be proven.

However, the situation can be improved by externalizing

the encyclopedic dimension and formalizing it in the form

of explicit thesauri, lexicons, or ontologies. Explicating the

encyclopedic dimension corresponds to the opening of the

left wing of our triptych. For us, therefore, this externalization

is the moment when ideas become concepts. I.e., we can now

sharpen our understanding of “concept” and “notion” from

Sect. 2 as follows:

1. A concept (in the encyclopedic dimension) is a mental

construct

– that is formed by combining characteristics of general

or abstract ideas gained by cognitive processes (see

Sect. 2) and

– that is externalized and explicated in an encyclopedic

structure.17

15 Note that the term “cognitive structure” is used in the literature with

different meanings. We use it here to denote the outcome of cognitive

processes but not the structure of the processes. [49] calls this interpre-

tation “conceptual structure.”

16 We use “idea” here in the sense of “conception,” which best relates

to the German word “Vorstellung” [19, 56, 57], respectively, to “mental

concepts” as used in [49].

17 Note that for externalization, a concept is assigned one term or a

construct of terms.

2. Consequently, also a notion (being a general inclusive

concept) is externalized and explicated in an encyclope-

dic structure.

If communication partners agree on the common use of such

encyclopedic structures, for example, a shared [50] ontology,

the probability of communication free of misunderstandings

increases. However, it is of course still not possible to prove

that the mutual understanding is identical.

5.4 The conceptual model dimension: the link
between term and notion spaces

Usually, a concept space is specific to a certain area of appli-

cation and is based on an understanding of the perceptions

of things and coherences in that area. The utilization, explo-

ration, and application of concepts depend on the user and

her/his community of practice (e.g., users’ education profile),

usage, and context.

Based on what has been said so far, we can now formulate

somewhat sloppily: A conceptual model selects, uses, recon-

siders, orders, and integrates parts of a notion and a term

space and thus establishes a structured view on that notion

space (analogously, e.g., to views on databases).

Composition and structure of such a view correspond

(according to CM7 and CM8, see Sect. 3) to the given

conceptual model, which in turn is an extension of a cer-

tain metamodel (more precisely: of the metamodel elements

and relationships) like the ER Model. The relationships may

satisfy a number of axioms and lead to poly-hierarchically

ordered concept structures, typically with layers. Such poly-

hierarchical structures arise in particular if the metamodel

in question contains abstraction relations like generaliza-

tion/specialization, aggregation/decomposition, clustering,

and intension/extension, which can be instantiated on the

model level.

The view, in turn, consolidates the meaning of the ele-

ments of the model and determines the linguistic meaning of

terms (designators and annotations) which is an inherent but

hidden aspect of the concept space.

Even though we have declared at the beginning not to

present a (new) definition of “conceptual model,” we cannot

hold back from formulating our understanding of it here: A
conceptual model is a concise and purposeful consolidation
of a set of concepts that are presented by means of terms in
a predefined linguistic format. As such it establishes a view
of a given notion space.

Let us explain all this using a very simple example, in

which—for further simplification—we use a graphical gram-

mar as known from UML for representation purposes on all

levels except the lowest one, and have omitted an explicit

definition of roles and multiplicities:
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Fig. 6 A simple metametamodel

Fig. 7 A metamodel created as an extension of the metametamodel

given in Fig. 6

(a) For creating a model, first of all, we have to define which

modeling elements we want to use to build that model.

This is done with the help of a metamodel. However, for

metamodeling we need modeling elements again, so we

have to create these on a Metameta level, i.e., hierarchy

level H3.

(b) Fig. 6 shows such very simple Metametamodel: it pro-

vides us with the possibility to define (in a metamodel)

model elements that may be linked by IS-A, part-of and

relation connectors.18

(c) Fig. 7 shows a metamodel that is an extension of the

metametamodel of Fig. 6: it introduces the modeling

elements Class, Association, IS-A, Attribute and Type

as well as some relationships between these elements.

(d) Fig. 8 shows a model that refers to the retail sector as

an application area. It is an extension of the metamodel

given in Fig. 7. The model introduces classes Person and

Organization and defines these as specializations (IS-A)

of class Client which is associated with class Article in

an m:n relationship. The classes have some attributes

that come with type specifications for their extensions.

(e) Fig. 9 shows some extensions of the model given in

Fig. 8 on the next lower level which is usually called

object or data level. Here, we used a self-explanatory

text-oriented grammar for representation.

Please note that nothing we have presented so far in our

example can be called a conceptual model. Rather, we find

ourselves—metaphorically speaking—in front of the trip-

tych with open right and closed left wing. In other words,

we are dealing with models

18 Figures 6, 7 and 8 were created using the Modelio tool. https://www.

modelio.org/.

Fig. 8 A model created as an extension of the metamodel given in Fig. 7

– that are structured,

– are in intension/extension relationships, and

– have a certain intuitive meaning since we have used words

from natural language and from the environment of UML.

However, the use of words, symbols, and structuring mech-

anisms that we know from conceptual modeling does not

automatically lead to the creation of conceptual models. E.g.,

drawing an UML class diagram is not conceptual modeling

per se.

To make the (meta-)models of Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 con-

ceptual ones, we therefore have to associate concepts with

each of their components. I.e., we need a notion space that

explicates and explains the meaning of all elements (from

“Model Element” down to “Price Agreement”) on all levels

including the connections/relationships.

It then becomes clear, that for instance if we associate with

the components of the model given in Fig. 8 notions com-

monly used in the retail sector, this model defines a specific

view on this sector in terms of its structure and the selec-

tion of what is considered relevant. We can also say that the

conceptual model “codifies” the respective concepts of the

application domain.

5.5 Model and language hierarchies

Model hierarchies are based on the duality of intension and

extension [3, 25] and thus reflect levels of abstraction. They

are well known through the considerations of Information

Resource Dictionary systems [45] or the MetaObject Facility

[46].

We, therefore, do not want to go into further details of

model hierarchies in this paper. On the other hand, the

model representation languages to be defined for this purpose

deserve a closer look. They have to provide suitable syntactic

artifacts to represent the semantic artifacts (the models).

These representation languages in turn form a hierarchy,

which, however, is not isomorphic to the model hierarchy.

Rather, we distinguish three levels as shown in Fig. 10 [36,

51]:

1. Grammar definition level (top level): contains the means

of defining the language grammars. In our research, we

use a specific version of the extended Backus Naur Form
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Fig. 9 Some extensions of the

model given in Fig. 8
Person(<Name: Frank Muller>, <IBAN: DE99 0909 9090 0909 

9090 09>) 

Organization(<Name: Buyers Ltd.>, <TIN: ATU99999999>, 

<Contact: Frank Bourbaki>) 

Article(<Name: Mouth and nose protection mask>) 

Price-Agreement(<client: Frank Muller><article: Mouth and 

nose protection mask>, <agreed on: 05.08.2020>, <Quantity: 

10>, <Price per unit: 2,50>) 

Price-Agreement(<client: Buyers Ltd.><article: Mouth and 

nose protection mask>, <agreed on: 02.09.2020>, <Quantity: 

1000>, <Price per unit: 0,82>)

Fig. 10 Language hierarchy and its connections to the model hierarchy (Ai: abstraction level i)

EBMF, compatible with the ANTLR grammar definition

language [52].

2. Language definition level: defines grammars for the

representation languages (RL) related to the (possibly

domain-specific) modeling languages under considera-

tion: metametamodel RLs, metamodel RLs, model RLs,

and instance/data RLs.

3. Language usage level: representations of the models of

all levels. For example, it is possible to use OWL 2 as a

representation language at this level.
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6 Conclusion and future research

Modeling is as old as a human advanced civilization. The

bible remembers models already in the Chronicles (1, 28,

11)19 or Torah/Genesis (2 Moses, 25, 9 or 1 Moses, 1, 27).

Around the same time, Heraclitus developed the tenet of

logos that consists of concepts.

Conceptual modeling is one of the kernel activities in

information systems engineering. For instance, conceptual

schemata are widely used since the advent of database tech-

nology and explicitly named as such with the introduction of

the entity-relationship modeling language. The first model

we know that might be called a conceptual one relates back to

the myth of Ptah who builds the world according to his world-

view and doctrine. As far as we know for sciences, simulation

explicitly uses the term “conceptual model” since 1950 [53].

Other disciplines use the wording “conceptual model” with

a quite different meaning, see for instance [54].

Today, the term “conceptual model” is widely used and

needs proper systematization. We start this systematization

with eight characteristics for a signature of the conceptual

model. The first six characteristics (related to origins; con-

cern and usage; purpose and function; domain and context;

focus; representation) already belong to the signature of

models. These characteristics are extended for conceptual

models by two additional characteristics (concept space; con-

cept relationship). The second and third characteristics are

extended for conceptual models.

We differentiate between notions as general inclusive con-

cepts, terms as representations referring to concepts, and

concepts in the narrow sense as codified abstract ideas. In

systems engineering, concepts are those in the narrow sense.

The histories of notions, concepts, and terms are different.

Notions have been used as reasoning instruments. Terms

are bound to languages. Concepts have a history of at least

3–4000 years. The separation into notions, concepts, and

terms can be used for a proper introduction of a paradigm

of conceptual modeling: the triptych that consists of three

wings which represent

1. the notion or “encyclopaedic” dimension as the support-

ing foundation of concepts,

2. the term or linguistic dimension as the enabler for model

specification, and

3. the concept and model dimension as the result of model-

ing.

The outer two wings can be used without the third one. They

form then a closed triptych, i.e., a diptych. The middle part

of the triptych—the model dimension—is supported by the

19 The Zwingli bible translation explicitly uses the word “Modell,”

whereas the Luther translation uses “Vorbild” (antetype, archetype).

“encyclopaedic” dimension and is enabled by the linguistic

dimension.

Modeling has been systematized by abstraction levels. The

separation by abstraction is typical for artificial languages.

The ground Hn level represents things of interest. The Hn+1

level is used for models; the Hn+2 level for metamodels (i.e.,

essentially the structure of the modeling approach), and the

Hn+3 for metametamodels (i.e., essentially the framework of

the modeling approach). This strict separation by abstraction

is blurred in the linguistic dimension and almost not existing

in the “encyclopedic” dimension. Conceptual modeling thus

supports defining properly structured views on the encyclo-

pedic dimension.

We did not plan to propose a new definition of the term

“conceptual model,” especially as more than 60 such def-

initions exist to our knowledge. The introduced signature,

however, together with the Triptych paradigm provides a

means and explanation of the essence of conceptual mod-

eling. We understand this as the first step toward a general

theory of conceptual modeling. We encounter a good number

of problems to be solved in forthcoming research. The list

below is ordered according to our plans for the future; collab-

oration and contribution from the community are more than

welcome:

1. Modeling is based on abstraction, modularity, and other

modeling principles. The selection of promising and

useful principles is still an art that compromises between

model capacity, cognitive economy for the commu-

nity of practice, and inferential utility. We need a

proper systematization of principles. Abstraction goes

beyond structural abstraction (e.g., [42]) and considers

advanced hierarchies beyond IsA relationships.

2. Conceptual model characteristic 7 relates models to

their concept space. The theory of conceptual spaces

distinguishes concepts, notions, and terms. The corre-

sponding spaces need a deeper exploration. Classical

intension-extension Galois lattices are too strict for

terms and notions.

3. Conceptual models use languages as enablers. In nat-

ural languages, words or terms have their language

specific semantic (or word) fields, i.e., a lexical set of

words that share a common semantic property [55].

These fields can be different for different languages.

Conceptual modeling is not bound to a singleton lan-

guage. Multi-language modeling can be based on synset

approaches commonly used for WordNet.

4. Similar to generic models which allow specialization

of models to more appropriate ones, concept spaces can

also be based on generic concept spaces with a special-

ization theory that allows to adapt the concept space to

a specific application, context, and community of prac-

tice.
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5. Conceptual model characteristic 8 is based on concept
relationship. There may be various types of relation-

ships such as one-to-one or many-to-one. Concept

spaces are typically structured. The impact of this vari-

ability is an open issue.

6. Modeling is steered by the purpose and function of the

model. We know so far a good variety of model func-

tions in different scenarios where models are used on

purpose. Functions can be categorized. This categoriza-

tion can be used for categorization of conceptual models

and for stereotyping of models. These stereotypes have

then a common grounding and basis that is inherited by

most models of such a stereotype.

7. We typically use a number of models of the same ori-

gins in a coherent manner. Some models are derived

from other models in such model ensemble. Conceptual

model transformation, model coexistence, and model

coevolution need a theoretical underpinning.

8. The focus of a conceptual model is based on the directed

and concentrated attention that is steered from one side

by the model’s function and purpose and from the other

side by the potential and capacity of the encyclopedic

support and enabling language. The impact of these gov-

erning dimensions needs a proper exploration.

9. We considered so far the four most important con-
cerns and usages. There are further concerns and usages

which result in different kinds of conceptual models,

specific quality requirements to conceptual models, and

specific variability of the model. A model is also serv-

ing a weighted overlaying combination of concerns and

usages.

10. Conceptual models do not reflect all potential origins
of a given universe of discourse but only most likely or

most typical ones. Whether the selection of such a set

of origins is the most appropriate for a given modeling
target is a difficult question. Models can also be origins

of models, e.g., mental models and domain models. The

plasticity and stability of a model against the selection

of origins is a difficult research issue.

11. Applications, infrastructures, origins, and user commu-

nities continuously evolve. Evolution of models needs

a proper modernization strategy, evolution tactics, and

a realization approach including handling of heritage

(legacy) models. Models will become adaptable and

self-adapting.

12. The context of (conceptual) models and of (concep-

tual) modeling includes aspects of time, disciplines,

(thought) schools, applications, experience, education,

and in general of cultures. Models differ in depen-

dence on this context. We need powerful transformation

techniques that allow to become partially context-

independent.

13. Can recommendations for the development of domain-

specific conceptual modeling methods be derived from

all this?

This list is far from being complete. It demonstrates, how-

ever, the potential of the signature approach by a systematic

treatment of open issues in (conceptual) model research.
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